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Dear Editor:

Saw your 12 days sign -- is this a new group, e-mail letter, or what?

Thanks,
Nancy

Dear Nancy:

Polymer Clay Polyzine is a new on-line polymer clay only magazine. We focus on polymer clay
issues, artists, and project exclusively. We know that there are good magazines being
published today -- the NPCG's PolyInformer, for instance -- but we also know that there is a
desire in the polymer clay community to access more publications just for polymer clay.

We are free, accept no ads, and publish on the first of every month. We encourage all
members of the polymer clay community -- amateur or professional -- to submit questions,
tips, projects, and other articles for publication. We want to be an intergal and useful part of
the polymer clay community.

We hope you visit often!

Deirdre

Dear Editor:



 the Polyzine an online or hard copy magazine?

rah S.
Greeneye BeadworksDear Editor:

Polyzine is an on-line magazine only. However, you are more than welcome to print off the
interviews, stories, tips, projects, and other information you find here.

We also encourage you to write to us. We have several different columns which deal with 
different kinds of questions: Beginner's Corner for beginner questions, and You've Got 
Questions, We've Got Answers for intermediate and advanced questions.

Finally, we are free. We publish on the first of every month, so check back on a regular basis.
If you want to be reminded that a new issue is about to be published, ask to be put on our 
subscription list (a free service) by writing to polyzine@pcpolyzine.com.

Thank you for your interest!

Deirdre

Dear Editor:

I subscribed to your recently cancelled paper magazine to the tune of $20.00. I have never
received a copy. I want my $20.00 returned !!!!!

Thank you for a prompt reply.

M

Dear M:

You are referring to Poly-Zine, the recently cancelled hard copy polymer clay magazine.

We are Polymer Clay Polyzine, the recently started on-line polymer clay magazine.

Dear Editor:
I subscribed to your recently cancelled paper magazine to the tune of $20.00. I have never 
received a copy. I want my $20.00 returned !!!!!
Thank you for a prompt reply.
M

Dear M:
You are referring to Poly-Zine, the recently cancelled hard copy polymer clay magazine.
We are Polymer Clay Polyzine, the recently started on-line polymer clay magazine.
I know there is going to be confusion because the names are similar, but our on-line 
magazine was created independently and after the end of Poly-Zine. We are not the same 
organization.
I have forwarded your request to someone whom I think knows how to contact the people 
from Poly-Zine. I wish you luck with your request.
I do hope you continue to visit us! We publish the first of every month.
Sincerely,
Deirdre
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